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The Zemi difference

Zemi helps our clients transform their organizations 
internationally:  To expand outside their home countries, raise 
capital in international markets, increase shareholder value, 
integrate cross-border acquisitions, and implement global 
best-practices in financial communication. 

Since 1996, we have been developing and managing 
communications programs for major corporations, startups, 
nonprofits, and governments in Latin America and Europe.
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The Zemi difference

• We specialize in working across borders, and understand the 
challenges of different languages, cultures, legal norms, and 
business practices.

• We provide our clients the benefit of our experience as investors 

and analysts, as bankers and business consultants – in addition to 
our track record as corporate communicators.  

• We execute what we recommend; we engage with our clients 
continuously. 

• We have experience in many vertical markets, and with 
companies ranging from startups to mature, market leaders.
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The Zemi difference

§ We understand the challenges of companies that are undergoing 
major transformations, and need to achieve external and internal 
buy-in for change.  

§ We invest in a deep understanding our client’s businesses and the 
strategic objectives of owners and management.

§ We provide focused senior-level expertise and attention to the 
needs of each client. Our principals are involved at every stage of 
program design and execution. 

§ We are relentlessly devoted to quality.
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Zemi services

§ Disclosure processes and best 
practices

§ Management positioning 
§ Message platform creation
§ Management speeches
§ Financial reporting
§ IR and corporate websites
§ Digital media
§ Media and presentation training; 

interview preparation
§ Financial media management
§ Investor and analyst days
§ Roadshow support
§ Corporate governance advice

§ Transaction communication: IPOs, 
secondary offerings, bond 
issuances, restructurings 

§ Crisis communication planning 
and execution

§ Perception audits and surveys
§ Investor ID and targeting
§ Press releases and presentations
§ Fact sheets and other tools
§ Coordination with media relations 

and internal communications
§ Multi-lingual/multi-jurisdictional 

capability  

§ We design and execute financial communication programs 
including: 
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Verticals experience

§ Beverages
§ Cement and building  

materials
§ Mobile and fixed telephony
§ Software and IT
§ Capital goods 
§ Auto parts manufacturing
§ Construction and engineering
§ Power

§ Oil and gas 
§ Petrochemicals
§ Infrastructure operation
§ Airlines
§ TV and radio 
§ Print and digital media
§ Biotechnology
§ Banking
§ Retail

§ Our experience across a broad range of industries gives us 
understanding of the value drivers and issues specific to each 
industry.  Our clients have included companies in: 
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We create winning stories for our 
corporate clients
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The IPO launch

§ Zemi assisted Mexican airport operator OMA launch its IPO on the 
NASDAQ and Mexican Stock Exchange. 

§ We worked intensively with the CEO, CFO, bankers, and attorneys 
to define core messages, shape presentations, and prepare for the 
global road show.

§ We created a full suite of communication materials to launch at 
the end of the quiet period. 

§ Results: the IPO was 18 times oversubscribed. In six months the 
OMAB share price increased more than 50% from the IPO level. 
Stock was included in the benchmark Mexican IPC index. Coverage 
established by all major brokerage houses.
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Going global

§ The controlling shareholders of Bavaria, Colombia�s largest brewer, 
decided to internationalize the company to be successful in a  
consolidating global industry. 

§ Working closely with a new management team and the 
shareholders, Zemi created an integrated communications program 
to support the transformation of the company, including investor 
relations, corporate communications, internal communications, 
crisis management, and leadership positioning. 

§ The program facilitated Bavaria’s acquisition and integration of 
subsidiaries in four countries, first eurobond offering, and 
stimulated international interest in the stock at a time when few 
investors were willing to travel to Colombia.

§ Results: Market cap rose by 480% in 3-1/2 years. Bavaria agreed to 
merge with SABMiller in a US$7.8 billion all stock transaction that 
ratified the creation of shareholder value.
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Creating a new image

§ Zemi worked with the new CEO of Intentia, Europe’s second 
largest ERP software company, to build support for a turn-around 
strategy with internal and financial audiences. 

§ We designed and executed a new communications approach that 
conveyed the commitment of the new leadership to revitalize the 
company and meet credible financial and operating targets. 

§ By persuading the market of the new strategy and meeting 
announced goals, Intentia’s share price rebounded, and increased 
access to bank credit financed new product launches. Management 
boosted internal morale even while downsizing staff. 

§ Results: Intentia�s share price increased 150% in 25 months and 
banks extended credit lines on better terms. Ultimately, the 
company secured its market position through a merger with 
Lawson Software of the U.S. 
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Evolving toward international standards

§ Grupo Energía de Bogotá, a Colombian electricity and natural gas 
transport company, needed to reach a growing audience of 
international investors after tapping the 144A bond market. A new 
CEO launched an ambitious international expansion program that 
greatly diversified EEB’s business and created the need for ongoing 
access to the capital markets.

§ Working with the CEO and CFO, Zemi designed a multi-year 
program for improving communication practices including: needs 
assessment and prioritization; bilingual communication; redesign 
of financial reporting; strategy presentations; website overhaul; 
and initiation of conference calls. 

§ Results: EEB became one of the more liquid stocks on the 
Colombian Stock Exchange, and from 2011-13 raised US$ 1.8 billion 
in long term debt and US$ 400 million in additional equity. 
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Becoming more market friendly

§ PEMEX, Mexico�s state-owned oil and gas company, engaged Zemi 
to develop an investor relations department that would meet 
international standards for quality and transparency. 

§ Working with the CFO, we converted the company from public 
sector accounting to GAAP financial disclosure, developed  
PEMEX�s first-ever quarterly conference calls and a new suite of 
investor materials, and designed disclosure procedures that were 
consistent with the company�s legal framework. 

§ We broadened financial markets�understanding of the company�s 
strengths by involving operating management in investor events.

§ Results: PEMEX preserved its place as the best Mexican name in 
the bond market, even while increasing its borrowing program and 
facing major financial and operational challenges.  

Making a state-owned company market friendly 
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The Zemi team

§ Daniel Wilson oversees capital market communication programs for Zemi’s 
clients.  

§ Mr. Wilson was Managing Director of Zemi Investments, a private equity 
investor, with a focus on mid-market companies in Brazil and Mexico. He 
was responsible for investment analysis, structuring transactions, and 
overseeing due diligence. 

§ Previously, he created and was Head of Research in the Emerging Markets 
Trading Division of First Chicago Corp., one of the pioneers in emerging 
markets debt trading. Earlier in his career at First Chicago, he managed 
public and private sector debt restructurings, debt-equity swaps, and 
country risk management, with a focus on Latin America.  

§ He has an M.A. in International Relations from Yale and a B.A. from the 
University of Chicago.

Daniel Wilson, Managing Director
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The Zemi team

§ Alan Stoga created Zemi in 1996.  He focuses on developing client 
strategies, counseling top management, and macro risk assessment 
activities.

§ He also serves as Senior Adviser at Kissinger Associates, the international 
consulting firm chaired by Dr. Henry Kissinger. The firm helps companies 
manage complex opportunities, issues and negotiations that have a 
significant potential to impact their operating performance. 

§ He led Zemi’s digital media initiatives, and published FLYP, an award 
winning pioneer in online journalism.

§ Mr. Stoga was Managing Director of Kissinger Associates from 1984 until 
1996.  Previously, he was an executive of the First National Bank of 
Chicago and an official of the U.S. Treasury.

§ He received an M.A. in International Relations from Yale and a B.A. from 
Michigan State University. He is Chairman of Sweden’s Tallberg
Foundation and serves on the boards of other non-profits.

Alan Stoga, Founder and President  
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263 west 38th street • suite 4e • new york • ny • 10018

+1 212 • 689 • 9560 

www.zemi.com


